In systems biology, biologically relevant quantitative modelling of physiological processes requires the integration of experimental data from diverse sources. Recent developments in high-throughput methodologies enable the analysis of the transcriptome, proteome, interactome, metabolome and phenome on a previously unprecedented scale, thus contributing to the deluge of experimental data held in numerous public databases. In this review, we describe some of the databases and simulation tools that are relevant to systems biology and discuss a number of key issues affecting data integration and the challenges these pose to systems-level research.
INTRODUCTION
While there have been multiple definitions for systems biology, it is in essence, a discipline that seeks to promote a comprehensive approach towards understanding biological processes as integrated systems in which cellular components and networks interact dynamically within temporal, spatial and physiological contexts.
It would therefore be helpful to think about systems approaches in terms of integrating genomeand proteome-wide analyses with context-specific inquiry through hypothesis-driven experimentation. The objective is to develop quantitative models that realistically describe or predict the flow of information and the control mechanisms that determine cellular function in biological systems under different pathophysiological conditions. Cellular and physiological processes are complex systems [1] that are modulated by signals from the extracellular environment and coordinated by intracellular interaction and transcriptional or gene regulatory networks assembled into functional modules [2] . In order to understand cellular processes as interconnected and interdependent systems and in the context of a biological phenomenon, requires an integrative approach that draws upon data from as many diverse data sources as possible including data from the literature, public databases, biochemical and kinetic experiments, phenotype studies and highthroughput analyses of the genome, transcriptome, proteome, interactome and metabolome ( Figure 1) .
Here, we review some of the many public databases, simulation tools, and standards that could serve as a useful resource for systems biology. We will discuss a number of key issues affecting data integration and the challenges these pose to systems biology.
DATA AND RESOURCES FOR SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
We have compiled a list of more than 150 publicly available databases, tools and resources, which we feel would be of relevance to systems biology (Table S1 in Supplementary Material, and also accessible from http://libra.licr.org/links.jsp). A selection of these resources and the data types they contain are described below.
Gene expression data
With the rapid growth in gene expression data, several public repositories were established to facilitate the annotation, management and storage of this data, thus providing free distribution and shared access to the data. ArrayExpress [3] , Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [4] and CIBEX [5] are the three main repositories recommended by the Microarray Gene Expression Data (MGED) society [6] for the submission of data to support manuscript publication. These and other gene expression data repositories adopt standards developed by the MGED, which include the Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment (MIAME) [7] and Microarray Gene Expression Markup Language (MAGE-ML) [8] . ArrayExpress stores wellannotated raw and normalised data from 12 000 hybridisations across 35 species, while GEO holds over 30 000 submissions for more than 100 organisms. GEO also contains data from other microarray-related approaches including chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-chip and tiling arrays. Like CIBEX, GEO also accepts and makes available non-array-based high-throughput data from serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) and mass spectrometry (MS) proteomic analyses. Other repositories include the Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) [9] , which contains 50 000 microarrays from 34 organisms, as well as those which feature specialised collections, e.g. Oncomine (a cancer microarray database) [10] , Mouse Genome Informatics Gene Expression Database (MGI GXD, a mouse gene expression database) [11] and SGD (a yeast gene expression database) [12] . A useful link [13] and reviews [14, 15] about established software tools for gene expression data analysis are available.
Proteomic data
The term 'Proteome' is used to describe the entire protein complement of a genome [16] . Unlike the genome the proteome is not static, but changes according to the state of the cell and external environmental conditions. In addition, the functional states of many proteins are altered by posttranslational modifications such as glycosylation and phosphorylation. It is only by direct measurements of proteins under different experimental conditions that the proteome can be investigated. There are essentially three aspects to proteomic analysis: (i) separation of the protein mixtures, (ii) quantification of separated components and (iii) identification of distinct proteins and their post-translational modifications. Databases have been created to store and track the data created from each of the above steps.
High-resolution two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) enables identification and characterisation of proteins in mixtures, and is used to compare expression patterns and modification states of proteins from, for example, different cell types across different conditions. Several databases such as SWISS-2DPAGE [17] , DCTB 2D-PAGE [18] , GELBANK [19] and 2D-PAGE/DIFF [20] were developed to capture the growing amount of data generated by 2DE. The SWISS-2DPAGE database (ExPASy Proteomics Server) contains both 2-D PAGE and SDS-PAGE reference maps with a high level of annotation and integration with other relevant databases including SwissProt. The DCTB 2D-PAGE database features galleries of 2-D gels of cells, tissues and fluids, as well as 2-D immunoblots and immunohistochemistry images. The DIFF database presents differentially regulated (microbial) proteins and their abundance obtained from quantitative gel image analysis.
Developments in MS have accelerated large-scale identification of proteins from 2DE gels. Profiles from MS or tandem MS analysis are searched against protein fragment databases such as OPD [21] (which contains some 1.2 million spectra from four organisms) using specialised web-based search tools like Integrative framework for systems biology. Biologically relevant systems modelling requires the integration of data from diverse sources: genome-scale analyses (of the transcriptome, proteome, interactome and metabolome), phenomic/phenotypic analysis, biochemical and kinetic experiments, network and pathway information and information from the literature. The identification of functional modules [2] provides the conceptual framework from which models may be constructed or linked to available models in public repositories via the use of standardised exchange formats, e.g. Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML). Mathematical and computational models also require quantitative experimental data (e.g. concentration and kinetics). The resulting initial quantitative model is refined through many iterative cycles of computational simulation, prediction and validation with experimental results. The models are tested by systematic perturbations. Quantitative models when closely intertwined with experimental investigations can provide new and biologically relevant insights about the systems behaviour of cellular processes, giving rise to new hypothesis to guide further experimental inquiry.
ProteinProspector [22] , Mascot [23] and X!Tandem [24] . The PRIDE database [25] presents an integrated platform by drawing information from protein databases, peptide identifications with literature annotations, supporting mass spectra data and information on post-translational modifications. Peptide-Atlas [26] is another very useful repository that serves to archive and integrate proteomic data with genomic data.
Protein interaction data
Characterising the physical interactions and functional associations in which genes and proteins participate can facilitate the extraction of meaningful network information for systems-level analysis. Comprehensive databases such as BIND [27] , DIP [28] , HiMAP [29] , IntAct [30] , MINT [31] , MIPS/MPPI [32] , pSTIING [33, 34] and STRING [35] contain protein interaction data assembled from a variety of sources including data generated from large-scale methods such as two-hybrid [36] , coimmunoprecipitation, protein chip analyses [37] , affinity purification [38, 39] and MS [40] . pSTIING also incorporates transcriptional regulatory associations with protein interaction information. This integration allows distinct protein interaction networks or pathways to be connected via transcriptional links. While databases like iHOP [41] use automated literature text-mining methods to infer and build networks, HPRD [42] and Reactome [43] contain interaction information that is manually extracted from the literature. A number of protein interaction databases such as HiMAP, IntAct, MINT, pSTIING and STRING have incorporated graphical tools for visualising dynamically generated network maps. Alternatively, interaction networks could also be visualised using external graphical programs such as BioLayout [44] , Cytoscape [45] , Osprey [46] , Pajek [47] and VisANT [48] . Network representation of interactions serves as a very useful base from which functional modules may be defined, particularly when interaction information is combined with connectivity-based computational methods [49] [50] [51] and other functionally relevant experimental approaches such as expression correlation or time-series analysis [52] .
Metabolomic and metabonomic data
Metabolomics seeks to identify and measure the concentration of all metabolites (or the metabolome) of the cell, while metabonomics provides a multivariate extension of this study in multicellular systems by measuring the dynamic metabolic responses toward environmental, pathophysiological or genetic perturbations [53] . The metabolome is directly influenced by the extent to which the transcriptome, proteome and interactome change in response to a stimulus, and therefore, provides a good indication of the cellular state of the biological system under study. Analysis of the metabolome involves high-performance electrospray ionisation MS (ESI-MS), or linked to a separation method like liquid chromatography (LC) and gas chromatography (GC).
The Human Metabolite Database [54] was developed as part of the Human Metabolome Project and contains more than 1400 metabolite entries with cross-references and links to biochemical, enzymatic and clinical data from other public databases including KEGG, PubChem, MetaCyc, ChEBI, PDB, SwissProt and GenBank. Several other databases were created to store quantitative metabolite data generated from different technology platforms. The METLIN database [55] has a catalogue of high-resolution Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS) spectra, tandem MS spectra, and LC-MS data linked to known metabolite structural information. The Golm Metabolome Database (GMD) [56] is a repository for metabolite profiling experiments including GC-MS and mass spectra libraries. It also serves as an open exchange platform for data and information sharing. A specialised database on nutrient-metabolome interaction is currently under development by the European Nutrigenomics Organisation [57] .
Phenomic and phenotypic data
Phenomics involves the use of high-throughput methodologies to determine the phenotypic response of whole biological systems to environment, pathophysiological or genetic perturbations. Large-scale screening strategies such as dsRNAmediated interference (RNAi), in which libraries of RNAi can be designed to induce a partial loss of function (i.e. 'knocked down') for every gene in the genome, provide a rapid way to obtain in vivo functional information such as genotype-phenotype associations. This was first pioneered in Caenorhabditis elegans and then extended to Drosophila melanogaster. The deluge of data generated by these genome-scale screens resulted in a growing number of databases and repositories.
RNAiDB [58, 59] is a database containing phenotypic data from large-scale RNAi analyses in C. elegans. The database also contains information on experimental methods and phenotypic results, including raw data in the form of images and streaming time-lapse movies. A more specialised database focusing on mitotic cell division is PhenoBank [60] , which contains time-lapse microscopy of the early embryo and phenotype data from genome-wide RNAi screens in C. elegans.
FlyBase [61] is a Drosophila-specific repository containing a variety of curated data including annotated genomes, expression patterns, mutant phenotypes, genetic interactions, aberrant chromosomes, genetic stock collections and anatomy images. Other databases containing data from large-scale RNAi screens in Drosophila include the Drosophila RNAi Screening Center (DRSC) database [62] and FLIGHT [63] . Additionally, FLIGHT provides information about cell lines, protocols, dsRNA primer sequences and microarray expression data for many of the Drosophila cell lines commonly used in RNAi screens.
Phenotypic data from mammalian systems is available from the The Mouse Phenome Database (MPD/MGI) [64] and the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [65] , which is a knowledgebase of human genes and genetically determined phenotypes and disorders. MPD/MGI is a repository for raw data and detailed protocols from the Mouse Phenome Project, which aims to collect baseline phenotypic data on genetically diverse and commonly used inbred mouse strains.
The various databases and resources containing phenotypic data tend to be species-specific. Enabling cross-species comparative phenomic analysis is the goal of PhenomicDB [66] , which is an integrated multi-species genotype-phenotype database created by integrating data from various species-specific databases including OMIM, MPD/MGI and FlyBase. This is achieved through coarse-grained semantic mapping of the phenotypic data and the use of associated orthology relationships, enabling phenotypes for a given gene or a set of genes from different organisms to be compared simultaneously. A publicly accessible version is available [67] .
Pathways and quantitative models
Biological pathways and functional modules provide the conceptual framework from which models may be constructed (Figure 1) . A wealth of pathway information is available from various web-accessible resources. For example, MetaCyc [68] contains some 700 curated metabolic pathways, while others like AfCS [69] , BioCarta [70] , PANTHER [71] , pSTIING [34] and STKE [72] tend to focus on signal transduction pathways. pSTIING allows related canonical pathways to be connected up as integrated networks, which could be further extended by selectively incorporating protein interaction and transcriptional information from the database into the growing network. Comprehensive databases like KEGG [73] , GenMAPP [74] and Reactome [43] contain both metabolic and signalling pathways. These resources provide very useful qualitative mappings of functional associations between key components in canonical pathways. However mathematical or computational modelling also requires quantitative data (such as concentration or kinetics), which are context-dependent and specific to the conditions under which they were generated. Very often, due to non-availability of data specific to the system under investigation, estimates are taken based on published measurements from related systems. For example, in a mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase cascade model [75] , concentrations of MAP kinases were estimated from Xenopus oocytes and K m values for phosphorylation of MAP kinase were from phosphorylation data of mammalian ERK2. Therefore, there is a need for closer integration of quantitative modelling with experimentation. Efforts to truly integrate these are only just beginning [76] , yielding testable quantitative models that can be experimentally verified or refined [77, 78] .
Several repositories (Table 1 and Table S1 
Simulation tools
Most simulation tools are packaged as standalone utilities, although they may also be developed as libraries or as component-oriented software. Crucially, any simulation tool must be able to perform a mathematical simulation on a model retrieved from a file, database or graphic user interface (GUI), and output the simulation results. Libraries such as SOSlib [84] provide application programming interfaces (API) for simulation and analysis. Libraries can also be written specifically for general-purpose mathematical software. For example, the SBMLToolbox [85] is developed for Matlab, while MathSBML [86] is created for Mathematica. Both libraries use models in SBML format. Although most simulation tools were developed with SBML support in mind, the CellML format is also supported by software such as JSim [87] .
Stand-alone simulation tools like BioTapestry [88] and PathwayLab [89] have additional features like model-building functions or graphical visualisation capabilities. More sophisticated tools such as CellWare [90] and SimCell [91] can also run in a distributed environment, thus overcoming the limitation of local computational resources.
The development of stand-alone tools inevitably results in a certain degree of functional overlap between related tools, i.e. a duplication of basic features and also a duplication of effort. A solution to this problem would be to use a component-oriented design strategy, which is a modular approach that builds on existing infrastructure. For example, if we wish to build a simulation tool employing a new algorithm, we only need to develop a module or component that can be integrated or 'plugged' into an existing software framework via a defined protocol. This approach circumvents the need to build the entire software from scratch. An example of such a software framework is the Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) [92] , which provides the modular infrastructure with which components can connect via a simple network protocol. A number of visualisation and modelling tools including CellDesigner [93] and PNK 2e [94] use simulation and other analysis packages (or modules) through SBW.
Another example of open source framework for Systems Biology is Bio-SPICE [95] . Bio-SPICE combines different software from different vendors, by integrating each tool into a pipeline to establish work flows for modelling, analysis and simulation through Bio-SPICE's core application, Dashboard.
Differential equations are widely used in many simulation tools including SimBiology [96] , MathSBML, SBMLToolbox, PyBioS [97] and The Virtual Cell [98] . Some tools employ other methods such as stochastic simulation (Dizzy [99] and STOCKS [100] ), Bayesian inference (WinBUGS [101] ) and cellular automata (SimCell and MCell [102] ). There are also other tools Integration of diverse data enables multiple features of a biological system to be analysed and incorporated into a testable dynamic model. This is refined iteratively with further hypothesis-driven investigations and perturbation analyses to achieve realistic and biologically relevant results. There are several ways to integrate biological data. One approach is to assemble various biological data sources into a single biological database, known as data warehousing. Data from different data sources is imported into a unified structure in a local database. Another method is to build an environment around distributed data sources. An ideal solution is when each distributed database provides a standard interface (e.g. web service) for querying, so that when a search is triggered, the relevant information is assembled through a distributed querying system, consolidated and presented in an integrated format. The simplest and therefore the most popular variation of distributed integration is link integration, where links to relevant entries in other databases are created. While this is very useful for web applications as it provides easy navigation between different web pages, link integration is unfortunately not suitable for data analysis, when actual data instead of links to web pages is required.
Data integration issues
Each data integration method has its inherent advantages and disadvantages. The distributed database approach is very robust and flexible, but requires strict coordination among developers and compliance to standards. The single database method provides speed, reliable access and a convenient way to analyse data, but requires extensive maintenance, as there is no guarantee of the extent to which the structure of the external source databases will remain unaltered, thus requiring frequent fixes to current versions of data import scripts. In fact, the constant evolution of databases remains a significant data integration issue, particularly when unique identifiers change.
Other issues impeding effective data integration include inconsistencies in nomenclature and differences in conceptual understanding and use of terminology across databases developed by different research communities [105] , resulting in naming clashes and semantic ambiguities in the annotations.
Probably the most acute data integration problem affecting systems biology is that presented by the heterogeneity of experimental data because this data is highly context-dependent [76] . For example, data from biochemical and kinetic measurements or gene expression analysis is meaningful only in the context of a detailed record of the conditions under which they were generated, such as the state of the system or perturbations introduced [7] .
STANDARDS FOR DATA INTEGRATION AND EXCHANGE IN SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
Accurate systems modelling requires standardisation of description formats for models and data, which should contain sufficient ancillary information to be reproduced or used for downstream analysis. The development of well-structured controlled vocabularies, the adoption of standardised data exchange formats and the use of model representation languages are some of the ways to facilitate flexible data integration and model exchange for systems analysis.
Ontologies
Ontologies are well-structured controlled vocabularies which capture and convey commonly agreed definitions and concepts. Replacing the use of freetext descriptions with ontologies can facilitate data integration through semantic references. The hierarchical organisation of biological ontologies permits linking through shared ontology.
The Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) [106] is currently being developed for shared use across different biological and medical domains.
Several domain-specific ontology projects are currently ongoing. A subset of these is associated with the OBO Foundry, which standardises the development of ontologies by adopting a set of principles specifying best practices in ontology development. Current members of the OBO Foundry include:
Gene Ontology (GO) [107] which defines gene and gene product attributes, Cell Ontology (CL) [108] , which defines cell types, Sequence Ontology (SO) [109] , which provides a structured representation for annotations of nucleic acids, genomic databases and mutations, Chemical Ontology (ChEBI) [110] for small chemical compounds, Phenotype Ontology (PATO) [111] for describing phenotypic data, Functional Genomics Investigation Ontology (FuGO) [112] for annotating functional genomics experiments, Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [113] for describing the structure of the human anatomy, and Relation Ontology (OBO_REL) [114] , which defines relationships between entities and concepts.
Data exchange standards
For gene expression MIAME [7] is a standard developed by the MGED society, which provides a framework for defining the type of data that should be stored for each microarray experiment. There are at least six attributes or minimum information types required by MIAME: experimental design, array design, details of samples, hybridisation conditions, image/spot measurements and normalisation methods used. This is to ensure that microarray data conforms to a common standard to facilitate data exchange using communication syntaxes of the MAGE-ML [8] .
For proteomics
There are at least two extensible markup language (XML)-based standards for proteomic data: the Human Proteome Markup Language or HUP-ML (www1.biz.biglobe.ne.jp/$jhupo/HUP-ML/hup-ml. htm), and the Annotated Gel Markup Language or AGML [115] . These provide a standardisation framework for the annotation of 2DE gels and also formats for storing MS data related to specific spots. AGML also defines the Minimum Information about 2D Gel electrophoresis experimental protocols (MI2DG) and the Minimum Information About a Proteomics Experiment (MIAPE) [116] , which will enable 2D electrophoresis protocols and proteomic experimental details to be machine readable.
For molecular interactions
The Proteomics Standards Initiative (PSI) Molecular Interaction (PSI MI) [117] is a data exchange format for molecular interactions. PSI MI is currently limited to protein-protein interactions, but may be extended to include small molecules and nucleic acids in the future. PSI MI is supported by a growing number of protein interaction databases including BIND, DIP, IntAct, MINT and HPRD.
For biochemical models MIRIAM (or Minimum Information Requested in the Annotation of biochemical Models) [118] is a standard for curating quantitative models of biological systems. MIRIAM lays down a set of rules that describe how a compliant model should be structured, e.g. using a standard markup language and capturing the necessary initial conditions and parameters. MIRIAM also details the annotation scheme, such as the use of appropriate unique identifiers that link models to documentation detailing full descriptions of the models.
For biological pathways
Biological Pathway Exchange (BioPAX) [119, 120] is a collaborative effort to create a data exchange format for biological pathway data. BioPAX specifies a standard file format to facilitate the integration and exchange of pathway data. The BioPAX format also provides a standard format for software tools to access pathway data, thus encouraging distributed curation and data sharing. Currently there are two levels in BioPAX. Level one involves metabolic networks and level two includes molecular interaction networks. Future levels will cover gene and DNA interactions, signal transduction and genetic interactions. Databases which support BioPAX include Kegg, BioCyc, Reactome, etc.
For graphical representation of networks
The System Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) [121] project aims to facilitate consistency and uniformity in the diagrammatic representation of biological networks (i.e. analogous to the standardisation of electronic circuit diagrams).
As there are currently no established standards, the molecular interaction map (MIM) [122] project is also hoping to propose its graphical notation as the standard for regulatory network representation.
Model representation languages
SBML [123] is a machine-readable format for describing qualitative and quantitative models of biochemical networks, including metabolic networks, cell-signalling pathways and regulatory networks. The aim of SBML is to enable the exchange of models between software tools. SBML is widely adopted with almost 100 software systems and databases supporting it.
The CellML [124] is a language for describing and exchanging models of cellular and subcellular processes, their structure, the underlying mathematics and any associated metadata. CellML2SBML [125] is a new tool that has been recently developed to convert models expressed in CellML into SBML without significant loss of information.
FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO NETWORKS AND DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
By extending hypothesis-driven experimentation to incorporate network and systems-wide information, integrative systems biology aims to provide additional insights not implicit from data generated by conventional experimental approaches or theoretical predictions alone. While this remains an ideal to strive towards, there are already some fine examples where certain elements of this integrative process have produced very encouraging and interesting results.
For example, although much is known about the induction of single genes in microbial-specific immune response of macrophages activated via Toll-like receptors (TLRs), the overall understanding of the regulatory control mechanisms of this complex transcriptional programme involving more than 1000 genes is still very much lacking [126] . Gilchrist et al. [126] adopted a systems approach by integrating genome-wide gene expression microarray data with interactome and network analysis, ChIP-chip and promoter analysis, which identified the induction and involvement of another transcription factor, ATF3 in TLR-mediated signalling, in addition to the well-characterised NF-B family of transcription factors. A kinetic model incorporating the newly identified contribution of ATF3 along with NF-B in the transcriptional control of cytokines [interleukin6 (IL6) and IL12] expression, predicted that ATF3 is a negative regulator of these cytokines, which was validated experimentally using Atf3 À/À mice. Therefore this integrated approach provided new insights into a previously unknown negative feedback loop regulating the TLR-mediated inflammatory response.
Work by Swameye et al. [78] provides another example where the close coupling of dynamic modelling with experimental data can facilitate functional understanding at the systems level. A mathematical model of the core module of the JAK-STAT pathway was established using timeresolved quantitative measurements of EpoR and STAT5 phosphorylation to estimate the dynamical parameters and determine the quantitative behaviour of the various STAT5 populations, some of which are not easily accessible from experimental measurement. Previous understanding of the JAK-STAT pathway tends to focus on the unidirectional flow of information from the cell surface to the cytoplasm and the nucleus. In contrast, their model reveals that STAT5 undergoes rapid nucleocytoplasmic cycling, suggesting a new function for STAT5 where it forms a remote sensor between the nucleus and receptor. This was verified experimentally, confirming that the inhibition of nuclear export results in a reduced transcriptional yield and that nucleocytoplasmic cycling is an important systems property of the JAK-STAT pathway.
These examples represent some of the many new and exciting developments adopting an integrative systems approach, incorporating various elements of hypothesis-driven experimentation, genome-scale investigations, data mining from public databases, bioinformatics, biological network analysis and dynamic modelling.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The exciting and promising field of integrative systems biology comes with a number of practical challenges that will confront practitioners of systemslevel research. The key issues we have outlined involve data integration, model exchange and software interoperability. While systems-level investigations rely substantially on a wide range of experimental data types provided by an evergrowing number of public databases and resources, the data sets are often not standardised or annotated sufficiently to facilitate data integration for systemslevel analysis. This calls for the continued support and the widespread adoption of standards (e.g. MIAME, MIAPE, PSI MI) and well-structured controlled vocabulary (e.g. OBO), which should be implemented at various stages including data acquisition. Related to this is the recognition that experimental data for systems modelling is highly context dependent, requiring datasets to have full descriptions of experimental conditions and the need for quantitative modelling to be more closely intertwined with experimental investigations.
As the number of quantitative models grows, the development and adoption of a standard format (e.g. SBML) for model representation will allow models to be shared more easily, so that others in the research community can build upon these for further development. In a similar manner, software utilities could be built as modular units that could communicate seamlessly with other components within a common software infrastructure or framework (e.g. the SBW).
These challenges are not insurmountable but require the concerted effort of the entire research community across multiple disciplines. If done right, integrative systems biology will transform the way data from diverse sources is harnessed to provide comprehensive systems-level understanding of pathophysiological processes.
